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Collection Summary

Collection Title: Colorado Scenes and Other Views [graphic],
Date (inclusive): ca. 1870-ca. 1898
Collection Number: BANC PIC 1905.13586-.13606--PIC
Extent: Number of prints: 21
Repository: The Bancroft Library
Berkeley, California 94720-6000
Physical Location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the Library's online catalog.
Abstract: Stereograph captioned "An army of miners and prospectors ascending the heights of the Chilcoot Pass" [Alaska/Yukon]. Other views show the horse Comanche from Custer's cavalry, rocks near the Platte Canyon, Colo. (with wagon - probably W.H. Hackson's photographic wagon), and Uncompagre Peak in the San Juan Mountains. Views by James Thurlow focus on Manitou and vicinity.
Languages Represented: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to The Bancroft Library. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services. Permission for publication is given on behalf of The Bancroft Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the reader.

Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Colorado scenes and other views [graphic], BANC PIC 1905.13586-.13606--PIC, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

Acquisition Information
Gift of Miss Laura May Dempster (Mrs. E. R. Dempster), January 1959

1905.13586--STER An army of miners and prospectors ascending the heights of the Chilkoot Pass [i.e. Chilko Pass]
(B. W. Kilburn: photog. no. 12734)
1905.13587--PIC [Miles Keogh's[?] horse Comanche, from the calvary of General Custer and the only survivor of Little Big Horn. Manuscript annotation on verso.]
(Photographed by O. S. Goff, Dakota Territory, 1880.)
1905.13588--PIC Rocks near Platte Canon [Platte Canyon] [with wagon in middle ground]
(Photographed by W. H. Jackson. Numbered 170 in negative.)
1905.13589--PIC Uncompagre Peak [San Juan Mountains, Colorado. Additional text stamped on verso.] (Photographed by W. H. Jackson. Numbered 177 in negative.)
1905.13590--PIC Twin Lakes and vicinity
1905.13591--PIC [Cheyenne Canon. Upper Fall]
1905.13592--PIC [Manitou Park]
1905.13594--PIC Manitou and vicinity - no. 56. General view of Glen Eyrie
1905.13595--PIC [Glen Eyrie]
1905.13596--PIC Manitou and vicinity
1905.13597--PIC [Aunt Dianna]
1905.13600--PIC Manitou and vicinity - No. 79. Williams’ Canon - The Narrows.
1905.13601--PIC [Williams’ Canon]
1905.13602--PIC Manitou and vicinity - No. 29. Williams’ Canon - Castle Rock.
1905.13603--PIC Manitou and vicinity - No. 120.
1905.13604--PIC Manitou and vicinity - No. 125. The Flying Dutchman - Monument Park
1905.13605--PIC Manitou and vicinity - No. 118. Red Canon - looking north.